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The New Adventures of
Winnie the Pooh: Friend
in Deed
By Sam Rogers
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Rabbit is sick and tired of Pooh Bear borrowing all his honey. He's
barricading his house when Pooh comes in trough the back entrance to borrow
some hunny. Pooh's borrowed his hunny for eight straight days, you see.
Reluctantly, Rabbit gives Pooh the last of his hunny. Pooh's small
smackerels are an understatement. Reluctantly, Rabbit gives Pooh the last
of his hunny. Rabbit decides to move away. Eeyore says he can't blame Pooh
for moving away, but it's just a show. He wants Pooh to think he's moved
away. Eeyore tells Pooh that he's been eaten out of house and hunny. Pooh
is horrified that Rabbit is worried that he won't come and visit anymore
and goes on a search to bring Rabbit some hunny. Tigger pretends to be a
bee which he thinks is redickorous. Pooh says he's got the stripes for it
and Piglet is dressed as a flower, however Pooh wants Tigger to buzz with
more uzz and less jazz. Piglet sneezes - the bees realize they've been had
and Pooh gets thrown every which way. They get Gopher to tunnel under the
tree. However the bees get to them before they can get and hunny. They
decide to loose the bees in his tunnels. It's a dead end and they're
trapped like Ratchets. They hit the bottom of the lake to which they the
sprint springs up into the tree. Rabbit turns on the tap and Pooh springs
out of it. Rabbit is very upset because he thinks that Pooh values hunny
more than their friendship. Pooh drops the hunny pot and it smashes and he
says he'll get some more hunny right now and he begs Rabbit not to move
away. Rabbit is touched. Pooh has a nightmare, promising him in his sleep
to get more hunny. Rabbit brings the silly old bear some hunny, which in
the morning, Pooh gives it to him and they share.
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